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On March 14, I Know First competed in the Pitch Contest at the Geneva
WealthTech Forum in Switzerland and took home a prize in the competition. In the
Pitch Contest, CEO of I Know First, Yaron Golgher, presented the idea of the
predictive market algorithm and its proven results over the years. I Know First
received an audience award in the Best International Start-up Competition. Among
the crowd of those who chose I Know First as a winner included fund managers,
bankers, and other leaders in the finance world.

The event was a convention of top Financial Technology companies and business
leaders from around the world. The awards forum aims to display Geneva as one of
the world centers for Wealth Management and financial innovation. This year, the
WealthTech Forum had an emphasis on the following themes:
1. Using technology to better understand your clients
2. WealthTech & Innovation across investment management
3. Navigating disruption and embracing tokenization

This award is one of many achieved by I Know First, as it continues to prove itself
as a leader in the financial technology sector.
I Know First provides AI and Machine Learning solutions to financial institutions
and individual investors looking to gain insights of the market. The I Know First
algorithm makes daily forecasts on more than 10,000 securities world markets over
six different time frames, from 3 days to 1 year. For Hedge Funds, I Know First has
a uniquely customizable solution that enables fund managers to choose their
preferred parameters to improve their strategy.

Follow us on:
Facebook: I Know First: Daily Market Forecast
Twitter: I Know First: Daily Market Forecast
Youtube: I Know First: Daily Market Forecast
Instagram: I Know First

I Know First, Ltd. is a financial technology company that provides daily
investment forecasts based on an advanced, self-learning algorithm. Thus, the
company’s algorithm predicts over 10,000 securities (and growing). Thus, it has
capabilities to discover patterns in large sets of historical stock market data.
The underlying technology of the algorithm based itself on Artificial Intelligence. It
also based itself on machine learning and incorporating elements of artificial
neural networks and genetic algorithms. Moreover, the algorithm generates daily
market predictions for stocks, commodities, ETF’s, interest rates, currencies,
and world indices for the short, medium and long-term time horizons.
For more information, visit I Know First.

